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About This Game

In the year 1905, Albert Einstein published the theory of special relativity, suggesting that nothing could move faster than the
speed of light. What if any mortal could break that constant? Stretch it beyond its limits? Would human beings finally be able to

find a way to cheat death and win over immorality? Or is it Chaos that follows the manipulation of time and gravity?

Constant C is a 2D puzzle platformer with two core gameplay mechanics - Gravity Shifting and the Time Field. Using these two
mechanics in the game, the player controls the momentum of various objects to complete each level.

Dive into the world of Constant C, where rules of fundamental physics no longer apply. In a space station far away from Earth,
mysterious events have triggered the distortion of time. Journey through the game as a lone robot, who uncovers the truth behind

the incident step by step, and finds the purpose of his own creation.

Feature

Gravitational Shift + Control Time Flow = Momentum Manipulation

Over 100+ mind-twisting levels

2D skeletal animation with cute character designs

Created a unique futuristic, mysterious atmosphere with beautiful lightning

Kickass soundtracks
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Gameplay

Gravitational Shift

Momentum Manipulation
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Title: Constant C
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Publisher:
International Games System, Co., LTD.
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows XP

Processor: Intel Duo Core Processor or Up

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10 Graphic Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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honestly i'm disapointed, and here is why:
-no control groups for ships, so micro managing is basicly point&click
- no strife ability for ships , and combat is very linear
"vega confilct " has better ship combat, ship customization, and base building FOR FREEE! even tho its a pay2win
. I originally played this a while ago or attempted to do so, like others have said, it can be torturous to even start to play.
I used to use 2 screens to play most of my games, the 2nd being used for browsing, chatting etc but I decided to go the whole
way and run 3 seeing my Rig can handle it perfectly well.
 I boots up Steam as usual, clicks on EBS and it loads.....but doesn't load onto the right screen, instead of loading to my middle
screen like everything else does, it decides to run on my right hand screen. I am unable to move it even in windowed mode I
cannot drag it across as the first click on the window just puts me back in game. (Right now it is sat there on my right monitor
garing at me daring me again to try and move it!)
Seems their is no way of moving across, I changed settings in NVidia to ensure games ran on middle monitor and were able to
change settings within the game, still nothing. So I tried making each Monitor the primary one, still made no difference. So my
next trick will be to try something like DisplayFusion to force it to run on the middle display.
 Now down to the actual game itself, if your a fan of fast paced driving with easy controls, look elsewhere. Even if your a fan of
Simulators you may even be put off playing it as it is like solving puzzles just to get out the garage!
I would rate this game a mere 3/10 and thats being nice!
Best review I found about this game is here ... http://square-go.com/european-bus-simulator/

. A very (bitter)sweet and touching experience - if you are into games that will make you laugh and cry in equal measure (more
of the latter towards the end) then this title is definitely for you.

Observations:
- this is NOT a dating sim but an interactive story. Every choice leads to a different ending.
- the art is pretty and tasteful though fairly simple.
- The writing is decent although it gets out of the setting character sometimes (references to chainsaw hands in a medieval China-
like country? I almost expected to find the Necronomicon next). The MC feels and talks more like a modern teenager than any
peasant servant has any right to.
- Length- ~3 hours.
- Got it on sale for £2.49, Probably would not pay more for the length so wait for at least 50%.
- No true happy endings and the 'best' one almost made me cry. Very touching and sentimental.

Overall, 7/10. +1 if you love drama and getting your heart strings tugged.. This game is one of the freshest FPS I have ever
played. The portals are done so well and really do give a fresh take on the arena shooter genre. Not only that, but the gun play
really does bring you back to the golden days. I played the beta for like 10 hours and plan on playing this game a lot. The map
design is superb and playing the game really is a breath of fresh air in our over-saturated battle royale fps market we are in.
Would highly recommend!. Do not be fooled by the steam store page, this game has fully implemented online play through the
steam system. I bought it for it's gameplay, and still enjoy it for that and it's well done online laddering.
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Not only are the controls solidly simple, but they also allow for quite a few physics based trickes to be pulled off. This results in
gameplay that rarely gets dull and allows the player's playstyle to clearly show in multiplayer matches.. Expecting a Summer
Sale - Paradox Interactive increased base prices for most if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. After using my detective skills to actually find the dlc in the menu this is what I found;
First of all going off in the snowy mountains to do ninja training is the best back story ever, hell it worked for sub zero.
Using the ninja skills such as the shurikens, caltrops, smoke etc was pretty cool, but there was no content. And on the predator
map the ninjas were using machine guns which isn't very ninjery.
So even if you love ninjas like I do (and by love I mean you think ninjas are really cool, not as in you want to marry one
although that would be cool in its own way).
I can not recommend this game.. This game is♥♥♥♥♥. This game is hilarious. The dialog is very clever in a subtle way and the
soundtrack is excellent. If you like quirky point-and-clicks you can't beat the price on this one. I have a few more screenshots 
here at my blog[indieruckus.com] if you're interested
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\uc544 \u314b\u314b\u314b\u314b
\uacb0\uc81c\ud560\ubed4 \ud574\uc9dc\ub108 \u314b\u314b\u314b. This game is non-sensical. You sign super expensive,
talented free agents and they become statitical bums within a few weeks. What a joke. All support told me is that "sometimes
that happens." Funny in real life I've never seen anything like it, and then devs call this a "simulator." Not.. Worst game ever...so
boring, not fun, not worth spending money on at all!!!. very cool sir. Just doesn't work with Oculus.

For some reason everything you hold in your left hand is pointing down at 90 degrees from where it should be, so you have to
hold your left hand at a painfully awkward angle to use anything. So the shield points flat face to the floor, as does the bow.
Makes it impossible to play. I can find no way of switching the weapons. If it got fixed it would be a nice looking game, but as it
is it is unplayable for me.. i like this game a lot if i would desribe it i would say its x-com but you have to work together to win
the few down sides are i dont think you can unlock all cahracter without paying moneybut you dont have to worry about that if
you dont play it. Great game with nreally imaginative there environments, lots and lots of objects to interact with and a story
that so far is quite good. It all makes up for an amazing experience that everyone should try out.

There are still a few bugs though. Had some problems with not being able to unlock doors and the sonic screwdriver thingie
getting stuck in the lock. By accident I found out that by going through a door physically and then restarting the game you can
glitch through.
Also, although the puzzles are easy and there is lots of help, it is more difficult to figure out where to go next. I have been
everywhere from the kitchen in the basement to the observatory but can no longer figure out where to go next - please include
tips on where to go next!
Also, as many others have been pointing out, movement is a bit slow!. Yeah, not surprised there are no negative reviews for this
game as of this writing. It's got all the elements of a JRPG packed into a manageable, easily understandable format. It's short
(took it out in 5 hours) but anymore that's a good thing when it comes to JRPGs that are trying to out-match each other in open-
world RPG's that get you immersed in side-quests for 150 hours and you never finish the main story line before fatiguing.

Anyway, the scenes and CG's ramp up accordingly and the game progresses with a semi-interesting story that's engaging enough
to keep you around for 5 hours. Oh, and there are no balancing act game between lewd levels and character levels conflicting
with each other - that trend sucks.

Worthy purchase.. IDK why, but I just really like PopCap games. I love the classic feel and they're all really simple, fun, and
good-natured games.. Short, but awesome game. I like that every battle gives you a permanent stat boost. Very well designed.
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